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- - - - - G E N E R A L N E W S- - - - -

Hi All.

Today 100 Years ago 11-11-1918
Finally Peace after 4 years of horror.
A tribute to all who fell.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKEcQITioOk
Lets hope that all wars will end one day.
----------------------------------------------------

From " WUIVEND RIET " (1986 ) to " THE IMMORTAL TOURIST " (2018 )
a concert by Johannes Schmoelling and Robert Waters is history.
Seldom have I in the 25 Years that I organize Concerts and Festivals had
such a mesmerized crowd in a hall. The music was divine, the mix with
the Grand Piano was brilliant and the 2.5 hours of music where over
before the audience knew it. I want to thank Johannes and Robert and their crew
for a memorable evening in The Enck. Those who where there will cherish
this for a long time I think, I will for sure!
Thanks to the guys and girls from The Enck, my team, who are always
helping me and Monique and Bert who makes these concerts and festivals
possible by handling the stand!
But again most of all thanks to the audience, This was special.
Ron
----------------------------------------------------

We have the new Robert Schroeder - Spaceland in stock.
http://www.groove.nl/index2.html
Press info:
Time to Relax - Time for SPACELAND
SPACELAND is the 39th solo album by the German sound artist Robert
Schroeder, creative since 1979. Once discovered by EM pioneer
Klaus Schulze, the synthesizer specialist once again presents an electronic
CD with absolutely deep and relaxing space atmospheres.
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After some excursions to other electronic styles on the Club Chill and
recently on the New Frequencies series Schroeder returns again to 100%
relaxing Electronic Music with a lot of spheres, new sounds, soundscapes,
analog sequences, emotions and long tracks between 7 and 13 minutes.
A special feature: All 8 tracks are musically interconnected. Fans of
long EM tracks will have a great time when enjoying this 70 minutes lasting opus.

The eight tracks on the album: Space Discovery, Dream Garden, Terraforming,
Ozone, Mineral Extractor, Upcoming Life and Transmission already
suggest that the content describes the search for new habitat in distant galaxies.
Incidentally, the title Dream Garden is also included on the CD as an extended
version with a duration of over 13 minutes.

The music of Robert Schroeder is independent and incomparable to other
artists. Spaceland is well balanced good Electronics Music that blends traditions and
modern components ideally. Music, as you like it. Have much fun.
---------------------------------------------------In Dreamscape Radio we have the new releases by:
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Abandoned Places (cd)
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Reverse Engineering (cd)
Schulze, Klaus - COCOONING (cd)
So have a listen!! You can find Dreamscape here.
http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

Ron Boots - Once the Dust Settles (cd)
The new Ron Boots in the Style of Signs in the sand and La Caida!
It is released as CD, FLAC and MP3 download.
Berlin Schulze style!
http://www.groove.nl/index2.html
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-259-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-259-flac

Thanks for your time!
Ron Boots

-----------------------------
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NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Bluetech - Liquid Geometries (cd)
Ron Boots - Once the Dust Settles (cd)
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Abandoned Places (cd)
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - Reverse Engineering (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (lp)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (Limited Edition) (Boxset) (4-cd)
Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - Live at B-Wave (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Lensflare - Cronache della Galassia + Dawn of a New Era (cdr)
Maria Warner - Aion (cdr)
Ken Martin - Concept of Minimalism (cdr)
Phrozenlight - Stardust Dimensions (cdr)
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - Eight (digipak) (cd)
Robert Schroeder - Spaceland (cd)
Son of Ohm - Electronic Muse (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Lights of Nothing (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Lonely Angel Live (cdr)
Tomita - Dr. Coppelius (japan import, ltd. edition) (cd)

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 472 is online.
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

------------------------------------DECREASED PRICES
These products are decreased in price.
Ashra - Ashra & Ashra vol.2 (digipak) (2-cd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
Ashra - Correlations in Concert (DVD) (digipak) (dvd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 3 (cd) $13.75 , £9.75 , €10.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Geometry of love (ltd. edition, digipak) (cd)
$14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Metamorphoses (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Bernd Kistenmacher - Utopia (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
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======= Reviews ======
68565 Parallel Worlds and Dave Bessell - Dystopia

"Cipher" welcomes the listener with a hypnotic dark soundscape. A
mysterious melody is heard, as chirping sequences appear. A booming
bass refrain is a welcome addition to this cerebral EM piece. All gets
quiet approximately midway into the piece, only to return to
dystopian, completely synthetic worlds that make you feel somewhat
uncomfortable and yet are somewhat soothing. The track ends on a
mysterious note, when the rhythm subsides and we are left with
wobbling analog melodies reminding on early 20th Century EM (sort of
like theremin maybe).

"Filament" creates a sort of a "Blade Runner"-esque atmosphere
initially, with drawn-out pads, some fat analog timbres and effects,
really bringing to mind those visions of a 2019 Los Angeles shown by
Ridley Scott in his timeless classic. Little by little, an unhurried
rhythm develops and then subsides to let the symphonic synths shine in
all their glory. The rhythm then returns, this time i n a sort of an
IDM / d'n'b / broken rhythm way. The melodies towards the end of the
track have something of an urgent quality to them.

"Underclouds" introduces a more positive and somewhat solemn note,
making you think of a flight between heavy clouds and a dystopian
city, but there is no fear or depression, rather a sense of
exploration and wonder. The base for the track are the already
familiar slow rhythms and various chirping analog sounds.

On "Into the Distance", a weirder soundscape is introduced, reminding
on cyberworld dystopias. However, the march-like part that follows
brings back memories of Vangelis again. This is never a bad thing,
though. A mysterious melody follows, brining one's imagination back to
the cyberworld ("Tron", anyone?). Some guitar strumming can be heard,
supported by nice, rich synth pads. I would say that this is the most
melodically charged piece so far.
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"Forest of Stars" is more reflective, but at the same time more
cosmic. Wow, great track, indeed. Those slow rhythms and great
melodies is something to just sit back, listen to and enjoy, letting
your mind drift away. The guitar work on this track is also great and
complements well the electronic soundscape. This is also closer to
melodic British school EM than the purely experimental / hypnotic EM
this duo is known for.

On the other hand, "Mutagen" is anything but relaxing. The melodies
here have an urgent character to them, the rhythms are assertive and
echoing and overall the track is much more in their typical style. I
really like the use of guitar in this one.

"Devoid" is a shorter piece that starts with rich synthesizer sounds
that once again remind on "Blade Runner". Then a mysterious piano
melody appears, which forms the basis for the rest of the track's duration.

"Mycelium" is more upbeat, or at least more assertive, with more
solemn melody and a somewhat marching rhythm. Then follows a beat-less
section with some gui tar playing. That one is pretty brief, though,
and we soon return to marching rhythm / synth melodies combination.
This time the melodies have something of a Middle-Eastern flair to
them. Some frippertronics-like wailing guitars and bass synth chords
bring this nice disc to a close.

Overall, I found this a album a moody affair, with some very effective
bits and some variety brought to the electronic soundscapes by means
on electric guitar. It is an excellent release for those who enjoy the
darker, moodier forms of EM, but will also be enjoyed by fans of
melodies, as there is enough melodic content as well. Highly
recommended. Best tracks: "Into the Distance", "Forest of Stars".

NAME: Artemi Pugachov / Encyclopedia of Electronic Music
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---------------------------------------------------------------------New Groove Downloads !!

Ron Boots - Once the Dust Settles (cd)
A new Ron Boots in the Style of Signs in the sand and La Caida!
Berlin Schulze style!
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-259-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-259-flac

Kerr, John - PRELUDE TO A REQUIEM gr-245
2018. Grand and compelling, this magnificent album by John Kerr.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-245-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-245-mp3
Use New Flac or New MP'3 for order

RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground gr-250
Cosmic Nights 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-flac

Clent, James - WINDOWS IN THE SKY gr-253
2018. Melodic, powerful, Guitars,Synths in the vein of Morpheusz, FD
Project full of Emotion! James Clent debut is a smashing album!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-mp3

P'Faun - GOLDEN PEACOCK gr-254
2018. A fantastic record!!.
Release date: Oct 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-mp3

Emmens, Gert - DARK SECRETS OF THE URBAN UNDERGROUND gr-255
2018. A bit darker with real drums and guitar. A different Gert.
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Melancholic at times, slower, taking his time to mesmerize us! Pure brilliance!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-mp3

Spyra - DUNST gr-256
2018. The follow up of Staub. A mesmerising release!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-flac
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Atilla, Can - BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL LEGACY gr-257
2018. Style: Tangerine Dream and Jarre, Fantastic Music!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-257-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-257-mp3
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - SUBSTITUTES gr-258
2018. Special CD for E-Live 2018!!!
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-flac
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

FD.Project - Roots (cd)
Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-mp3

---------------------------------------------------------------------Additions and changes from November 11 2018

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Bartholomew. Evan - LIQUID GEOMETRIES (cd) 70814
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=70814
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*new entry / released *
Boots, Ron - ONCE THE DUST SETTLES (cd) gr-259
Music from the live concert at Brussels 19-5-2018 at the Cosmic Nights..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-259

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - ABANDONED PLACES (cd) 53359
2018. Superb release!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=53359

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Erik Seifert & Josef Steinbüchel - REVERSE ENGINEERING (cd) 49246
2018. Superb release!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49246

*(back) in stock *
FD.Project - ROOTS (cd) 22029
2018. Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22029

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 20413
2018. Same Music with different cover!!.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20413

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (lp) 36249
Release date: Nov 16 2018
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$ 31.25 / UKP 21.99 / EURO 24.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36249

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 67799
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67799

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (LIMITED EDITION) (BOXSET) (4-cd) 29410
2018. FAN EDITION / VINYL SIZE BOX SET INCL. 2CD+2CASSETTE.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 123 / UKP 86.75 / EURO 99
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29410

*(back) in stock *
Jarre, Jean Michel - GEOMETRY OF LOVE (cd) 27084
2018. Lounge-like music.
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27084

*(back) in stock *
Jarre, Jean Michel - PLANET JARRE (2CD - DELUXE EDITION DIGIPACK) (2-cd) 37303
2018. Deluxe CD feat. all 41 Track on 2 CD in a 6-page digipack
including a 24 page full color booklet..
$ 24.49 / UKP 17.25 / EURO 19.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37303

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - LIVE AT B-WAVE (cd) 49629
2018. Brand new stuff from this amazing Trio. The live recording of
their B-Wave recording in 2017..
$ 12.75 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 10
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49629
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*new in stock *
Kubusschnitt - ENTROPY`S EVOLUTION (cd) 17702
2010. Same style, new combinations. With Gert Emmens.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17702

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Lensflare - CRONACHE DELLA GALASSIA + DAWN OF A NEW ERA (cdr) 10413
2018. Tracks from 2007 releases now on one album..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=10413

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Maria Warner - AION (cdr) 46601
2018. Back in time to the 70's Froese and TD Time.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=46601

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - CONCEPT OF MINIMALISM (cdr) 19959
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style like Irrlight and Cyborg.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=19959

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Phrozenlight - STARDUST DIMENSIONS (cdr) 60345
2018. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=60345

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - EIGHT (cd) 30366
2018. Retro sounds, sequences, mellotron choirs and effects with some
nice e-guitar.
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$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30366

*new entry / new in stock *
Schroeder, Robert - SPACELAND (cd) 30702
2018. Crossing the sounds and atmospheres of once with the current options.
$ 18.75 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.80
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30702

*new in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - COCOONING (cd) 79428
2018. From the „Contemporary Works 2 (2002) Box..
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79428

*(back) in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - TRANCE 4 MOTION (cd) 24808
2018. Trance 4 Motion is the seventh track on CD 10 of CONTEMPORARY WORKS I.
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24808

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Son of Ohm - ELECTRONIC MUSE (cdr) 25562
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25562

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LIGHTS OF NOTHING (cdr) 24462
2018. Berlin School Sequencer style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24462

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
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SpiralDreams - LONELY ANGEL LIVE (cdr) 26249
2018. Berlin School Sequencer style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26249

*(back) in stock *
Synergy - RECONSTRUCTED ARTIFACTS (cd) 25854
2011. New music from the seventies and eighties.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25854

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - QUANTUM GATE / QUANTUM KEY (2-cd) 18109
2018. A special double CD edition of Tangerine Dreams celebrated 2017
album Quantum Gate which also includes the 34 minute Quantum Key EP.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=18109

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Tomita - DR. COPPELIUS (cd) 73323
2017. New Tomita Album Features Live Symphony Of Final Work, Dr.
Coppelius JAPAN IMPORT.
$ 41.25 / UKP 28.99 / EURO 32.95
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=73323

*(back) in stock *
Trostel, Rolf - DER PROPHET (cd) 36381
Re-Release of this classic album!.
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36381

*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - ANTARCTICA REMASTERED (cd) 82526
2017. Great atmosphere The remasterd version from the Delictus Box!.
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=82526
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*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - DIRECT -REMASTERED- (cd) 37390
2013. NEWLY REMASTERED (BY VANGELIS!) 1988 ALBUM.
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37390

*(back) in stock *
Vangelis - SPIRAL -REMASTERED- (cd) 22270
2013. NEWLY REMASTERED EDITION W/BONUS TRACK.
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22270

====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
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The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the password
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